TABLE AGENDA ....................
NOW:- Construction of JSC(Revenue)
SH: Providing of portable toilets as service facility including operation
Management & Maintenance at various locations where proper water supply
and sewage disposal facilities are not available.
Regarding: Acceptance of the offer of Lowest Bidder.
1. The agenda for “ Accord of AA&ES for providing portable toilets as service
facility including operation, management and maintenance at various locations
under circle I & II or any other location where water supply and sewage facility
are not available and to call E-tenders for the same” was placed before the
BOARD during its 25th meeting held on 05/12/2018.
2. The BOARD, as per minutes of meeting circulated vide no. meeting
cell/DUSIB/DD(Board)/2018/D-39 dated 14/12/2018, decided that “ the
BOARD deliberated upon the various facts of the facilities to be provided to
the citizens of residents of locations detailed under Circle I & II and approved
the proposal with the condition to have a buffer of at least 200 such portable
cubicle based toilets for use in other locations, as and when required. The
agenda was approved with this modification”.
3. In compliance to the above decision taken by the BOARD, the modification was
incorporated and the total amount of AA&ES comes to Rs. 12.78 Crores.
Accordingly the technical sanction for Rs. 12.17 Crores was accorded and DNIT
was approved (item rate basis) by the competent authority and subsequently
the E-tenders were invited vide NIT No. 32/EE(E-2)/2018-19 on 21.01.2019
which was also published in News papers like TIMES OF INDIA, DAINIK
JAGRAN, and DAILY PRATAP(URDU) on 22.01.2019. The present proposal
includes for providing 800 Nos. Portable Toilet Cubicles in ten assembly
constituencies at forty three locations as per list attached, including a buffer
stock of about 200 Portable Cubicles as per decision of DUSIB BOARD.

4. The technical bids were opened on 12.02.2019 and two agencies had
submitted their bids both the agencies were found eligible by the Technical
Evaluation Committee and the financial bids were opened on 23.02.2019.
5. The comparative statement showing rates quoted by the bidders is as under:Qty.
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Pvt. Ltd.
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3098

59481600
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100800000
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6. The rates quoted by the lowest bidder i.e. M/s YLDA are within the justified
rates. The finance wing of DUSIB has accorded its concurrence towards
acceptance of the rates quoted by said agency @ Rs. 3118 per toilet cubicles
per month and DUSIB shall reimburse to the successful bidder salary of staff
engaged as per the rule/order for minimum fare wages as notified by the
Government of NCT of Delhi
7. The Work Advisory Board(DUSIB) has considered and recommended for the
acceptance of the offer of the lower bidder i.e. M/s YLDA India Pvt. Ltd. @ Rs.
3118 per toilet cubicle per month, for 800 cubicles for a period of two years,
with the contractual amount of Rs. 5,98,65,600/- and further that DUSIB shall
reimburse to the successful bidder an amount as paid as salary to the engaged
staff under contract as per stipulation contained the bid document.
8. Accordingly the agenda is placed before the BOARD for acceptance of the
offer of the lowest bidder @ Rs. 3118/- per toilet cubicle per month, for 800
cubicles, in accordance with the stipulation contained in the bid document
for a contract period of two years.

